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PROMISING PRACTICE OVERVIEW
In spring of 2017 Petaluma Health Center determined the need for a
searchable database for staff to access day-to-day processes.
Petaluma Health Center developed and launched a Wiki site which
includes information on health center processes from phone scripts
to managing individual voicemail messages. The functionality of the
PHC Wiki page has heavily evolved over the past 6 months with staff
frequently utilizing and customizing pages daily. The utilization of
the PHC wiki page reassures Petaluma Health Center mangers that
PHC staff understand and are in agreement on a variety of health
center processes (does not include policies and procedures).

AIM
Develop an easily accessible, dynamic and searchable database
which PHC staff members can use to learn about day-to-day
processes. The aim is to get the information out of people’s heads
and documented in a transparent way.

MEASURES
Utilization for the Wiki is measured daily to track how many staff
members view each page. Since the launch in April 2017, PHC has
developed over 1600 reference and educational articles.
PHC Wiki

ACTIONS TAKEN
• Staff member Kim Keller assessed all processes and procedures
to determine what is most essential for staff to access quickly
and on-demand. Using free software called MediaWiki, Kim
Keller along with PHC’s IT director developed a template and
code in PHP in a windows server environment.
• Upon launch, the organization wanted to ensure that PHC staff
had access and editing capabilities.
• PHC trained some of their staff on coding in Wiki markup
language, starting with the call center and IT staff.
• Since staff are able to edit the information directly, PHC
designated each department manager to regularly review edits
made on their individual department pages.
• In addition PHC designated a copy editor to monitor changes on
a weekly basis to ensure all changes align with PHC’s policies
and procedures. At the bottom of each Wiki page, it states the
last time it was modified and the recent changes section tracks
all page versions and edits.
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RESULTS TO DATE
Utilization data has shown very successful adoption since the
launch:
• More than 1600 pages
• Over 6,910 edits
• Over 30,961 views
The PHC Wiki article database has increased health center staff
competencies around Internet technology.

LESSONS LEARNED
• Leadership buy-in is essential for successful management of
the Wiki pages.
• A collaborative and curious staff is necessary for article
cultivation.
• Success requires tech savvy and experienced champions to
invest a lot of time to train the staff and build/maintain the
site.
Questions? Contact Kim Keller at kkeller@phealthcenter.org

